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Muscadine Grapes:
Some Important Diseases and Their Control
Grape growing (viticulture) is truly an
international vocation, and for many an
avocation. throughout Europe, the
United States, and countries of the
Southern Hemisphere. Viticulture and
wine making go back more than 6,000
years. Today grapes are grown in 34
countries and are the most economicatly
important of all fruit crops.
The genus Vitis, which includes all
grapes, is divided into two groups or
subgenera known as Euviris and
Muscadiniu (2,151. The larger number of
species is included in the Ewvifis group,
commonIy known as "bunch grapes."
Cultivars in the Euvitis group have bark
that peels off in loose fragments, forked
tendrils, nodes with diaphragms across
the pith, and berries thal, when mature,
adhere to the stern. The bunch or true
grape is further divided into the Vinifea,
which is grown in California and Europe,
and the American Euvitis. which is
represented by many species, including
V. lahrusca L. and V. rupesrris Scheele.
Cultivars in the Muscadinia group have
simple tendrils, nodes that lack diaphragms across the pith, and mature
berries that detach and fall to the ground
singly (18). Ofthe many species of the
bunch grape, only two Muscadinia
species are found in the United States:
V. rorundfolia Michx. and K mtrmonima
Simpson, Y. munsoniano is indigenous
to southern Georgia and Florida and is
of no importance commercially.
Muscadine grapes are native to the
southeastern United States and are
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grown on the east coast from Virginia
to Florida, the Gulf states, Arkansas,
Missouri, and into central Texas.
Cultivars of Y. rorund(filia are often
called muscadines, a name derived from
the musky flavor of the grapes. Other
common names include southern Fox
grapes (as opposed to the northern fox
or labrusca type), bullace or bullis, big
white grape, rotundifolia grape, and
scuppernong (18). The scuppernong is
America's oldest native grape and is also
the name of one OF the better known
cuitivars. The name is derived from the
Algonquin Indian word oscuponong,
meaning "at the place of the sweetbay
tree" ( M a ~ n o l i avirginionu L. = M.
glouco L.).

History
The earliest written account of the
muscadine grape appears in a Florentine
navigator's logbook. While exploring the
Cape Fear Rivet valley of North
Carolina for France in 1524. Giovanni
da Verrazzano wrote that he saw "many
vines growing naturally there [that] would
yield excellent wines." Captains Phiilip
Amadas and Arthur Barlowe, Sir Walter
Raleigh's explorers, wrote in I584 that
the coast of North Carolina was "so full
of grapes as the very beating and urge
of the sea overflowed them . . . . in all
the world. the like abundance is not to
be found" ( 9 ) .
Muscadines were used in wine by the
country's first settlers. Sir John Hawkins,
when relieving the French at Fort
Caroline in 1565. found 20 hogsheads of
muscadine wine. Even Thomas Jefferson
was a devotee of the muscadine grape
and the rich amber wine it produced. In
1810, when James Bloun! took a census
of Washington County, North CareIina,
he reported that 1,368 gallons of wine
were made in the town of Scuppernong.
A year later, an article in the Raleigh
Sfor commented about Btount's census

and referred to the native white grape
as the "Scuppernong grape." The 18th
century maps o f Washington County
show a village, a lake, and a river named

Scuppernong (9). I n the late I850s, most
of the scuppesnong wine in North
CaroIina was, as stated by John Le
Conte. "spoiled by the infusion of
whiskey, cider, spirits, or peach brandy,
and after fermentation honey is often
added," the result k i n g "a mixture of
wine and half-fermented mead." However, 2 years later, samples of wine from
the most promising grapes then available
weresent to the noted CharlesT. Jackson
of Boston (who introduced surgical
anesthesia to the world) for chemical
analysis. Despite, or perhaps because of,
the fact that the sample of scuppernong
wlne had a whiff of whiskey, Jackson
announced that the scuppernong wine
was the best thus far produced in the
United States. With proper attention and
care, scuppernong wine may be so fine
as to exceI alI other wines made on this
continent (9).
One of North Carolina's most famous
and prosperous winemakers was Paul
Garrett. Garrett made scuppernong the
most popular wine in the United States
prior to prohibition under the name
'"Virginia Dare." Over 1 million cases of
this wine were sold each year. To increase
the limited quantity of the populat
scuppernong wine, he blended in Cancord and California wines, while maintaining the scuppernongtaste.
The muscadine grape industry was
brought to a conclusion in 19 19 with the
d o p t ~ o nof national prohibition and was
not renewed until the 1960s (9). Since
then, it has undergone dramaticchanges.
Production and area under cultivat~on
expanded rapidly from 1960 to 1980 in
response to favorable prices offered by
wineries. The estimated area of muscadine grapes in eight southeastern states
in I966 was about 450 ha, with most
plants confined to home gardens. R y
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